On the following pages can be found the photo available to the STA of each of the rail crossings in Solano County. For some crossings, ground-level photos are not currently available. Photos follow maps taken from the Solano Rail Crossing Inventory and Improvement Plan focusing on sub-areas of the county.
Figure 9a – City of Vallejo Main Track
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Table 9b – City of Vallejo Mare Island Access
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Crossing 751465J Sereno Drive
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Crossing 751475P Maine Street
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Crossing 751479S Sonoma Blvd/ SR 29
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Crossing 928442W Broadway Street
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Crossing 928443D Sereno Street
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Crossing 928446Y Valley Vista
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Crossing 928450N North Butte Street
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Crossing SOL 012Mare Island Causeway
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Crossing PC 611 – West end of Mare Island Causeway – private road
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Crossing SOL 013 – Nimitz Avenue
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Crossing SOL 019 – A Street
Crossing  SOL 24 –Ferry Street/ Nimitz Avenue
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Crossing SOL 025, SOL 026, SOL 027 – Nimitz Avenue (continued)
Crossing SOL 025, SOL 026, SOL 027 – Nimitz Avenue (continued)
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Crossing  SOL 37 – Nereus Street
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Crossing SOL 52 –C Street
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